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About us
Disaster Management Innovation (Formerly AIFDR)

Disaster Management Innovation is the latest investment of the Australian Government through
Geoscience Australia in Indonesia. DMInnovation is founded to continue the success of
Australia - Indonesia Facility for Disaster Reduction (AIFDR), a former initiative between the
Australian - Indonesian Government. AIFDR was launched ceremoniously by the Australian Indonesian Government on July 15, 2010 and was officially closed in August 2015.
DMInnovation will continue to maintain scientific technical assistance which will be used in
partnership programs between the scientific institution of Indonesia and Geoscience Australia.
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT)

Free and collaborative maps has its own unique value in humanitarian work, especially in places
where basic maps are rare, containing old data, or frequently change. Developed in two years of
informal collaboration, Humanitarian team of OpenStreetMap is a new initiative to apply the
principles and activities of open source and open data sharing to to achieve humanitarian
response and economic development.
http://hot.openstreetmap.org
http://openstreetmap.id
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Introduction
A map is a great tool for delivering information. Maps are visual representations of the
world in which we live, and vital in decision making process. With good information and the
correct understanding, every individual and community may utilize it to help them make better
decisions. OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a tool to make as well as share information in a map.
Anyone can contribute to OSM and thousands do add new data every day. The most important
thing about OSM is that the maps you make is stored on the internet and anyone may access it,
anytime, anywhere, freely and openly.
However, with the open nature of OSM that accepts any data from anyone, without it
going through verifications and consent process, this can affect the quality of data in OSM.
Therefore, in order to maintain the quality of OSM data especially in Indonesia,
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) Indonesia compiled a guide to maintain the quality
and validity of data for OSM users. This is to ensure the quality of OSM data, as well as to
ensure safety and user-friendliness.
This guide will explain the various ways to maintain the quality of OSM data using
software or websites that provide such capabilities. Additionally, it will also explain how users
can maximize the use of OSM data, and how it can be utilized for a variety of needs.
This guide is hoped to become a reference in validating and maintaining data quality for
OSM users in Indonesia.
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Chapter 1
Ensuring Data Quality
Learning objectives
● Defining data quality assurance
● Understanding the quality of data in OSM
● Understanding importance of maintaining the quality of data in OSM

OpenStreetMap is a free, open, and editable world map. OSM contains a variety of data and
information on a wide variety of objects on the Earth’s surface. All of it is collected and
submitted by OSM users around the world.
Since its launch in 2004 by founder Steve Coast, OSM has become an alternative -and even
primary- choice for communities in obtaining spatial data of areas they need. Ease, availability,
and flexibility of OSM allows the existing data in OSM to be used for various purposes from
business, technology, social and humanitarian purposes, as well as disaster preparation and
prevention.
This causes an increase in the amount of data in OSM, which will affect the quality of data itself.
Being it free and open, maintaining the data quality is imperative to ensure its various uses,
especially concerning social and communal needs, may it be humanitarian needs as well as
disaster preparation and prevention to succeed.

1.1 Ensuring Data Quality
According to “Assuring the Quality of Volunteered Geographic Information” by Goodchild and
Li, ensuring data quality in participatory mapping activities in general can be done using three
mechanisms, namely:
1.Participatory
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2.Social
3.Geographic (Scientific)
● Participatory Assurance
Added by Surowecky in “The Wisdom of Crowds” data quality assurance mechanisms in a
participatory manner has several characteristics and advantages:
-

Multiple users can come to a collective agreement about a certain mistake found in the
data. This typically occur when wrong information or mistaken mapped objects in a
region are found. Users who map out the region can come to a collective agreement that
will reduce error in information of mapped objects.

-

Observations and experiences of an individual user may strengthen the validity of other
user’s observations and experiences, and reduce the risk of mistakes in understanding a
certain object.

-

Collectively validating and checking the quality of data and mistakes in certain regions,
and save time, energy, and costs in ensuring quality of data

An example of participatory quality assurance has been done by Humanitarian OpenSTreetMap
Team in collaboration with Resillience Netweok Initiative (RNI) mapping Purwodinatan Village,
Central Semarang District, City of Semarang. The activity included many elements in the
community, with the help of local students and volunteers in mapping to inputting the data to
OpenStreetMap. Below is the mapping result in OpenStreetMap.
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● Social Assurance

Slightly different but still related to participatory quality assurance mechanisms, social quality
assurance depends more on the quality of the individual to do so. The more frequent an
individual user validates data and eliminating errors that exist in the data, the more the user is
trusted to conduct further data quality assurances. In doing so, someone with a good reputation
may be trusted to lead in future quality assurance activities or projects. Social data quality
assurance activities can also be done by forming working groups, which will then become a
medium of information regarding data quality assurance activities. This can accelerate data
quality assurances, and develop effective communication among members.

One example of social data quality assurance activities has been done by the OpenStreetMap
Foundation where several discussion groups (working groups) each discuss a specific theme of
discussion. Quality of OpenStreetMap data was discussed in the Data Working Group, in which
the group discussed various matters related to data in OpenStreetMap such as licensing of data,
vandalism of data, disputes regarding data as well as assist in decisions about the the use of data
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in OpenStreetMap. This data discussion group consist of OpenStreetMap foundation donormembers, and users recommended by members of the OpenStreetMap foundation. To see our
work and activities please visit: https://wiki.osmfoundation.org/wiki/Data_Working_Group and
to contact members you may email at data@osmfoundation.org
● Geographic Assurance (Scientific)
The last data quality assurance mechanism is geographic. This mechanism uses geographic
theory in its approach. Not all users can use this mechanism of data quality assurance, since only
users with the proper and correct understanding of geographic theory associated with spatial data
analysis, such as spatial neighbours and autocorrelation (Moran Statistics), Inferential Statistics,
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), and many others. Therefore, this mechanism is still rarely used
in participatory mapping activities in OpenStreetMap.

For example, data quality documentation based on geographical approach in Indonesia have been
made by the Department of Geodesy and Geomatics, Faculty of Engineering, Gadjah Mada
University in 2012. This documentation took OpenStreetMap data samples of cities such as
Jakarta, Surabaya, Bandung, Yogyakarta, Padang, and Dompu where OpenStreetMap mapping
activities where conducted from 2011 until 2012, with activities ranging from social mapping
exercises in Nusa Tenggara Barat and Dompu in particular, and organized by ACCESS and
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT), as well as Scenario Development for Contingency
Planning (SD4CP) conducted by Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) in collaboration
with the Australia Indonesia for Disaster Reduction (AIFDR) and the Indonesian National Board
for Disaster Management (BPNB). Documentation of quality of data is available to download at:
http://openstreetmap.id/docs/Final_Report-OSM_Evaluation_in_Indonesia_2012.pdf
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1.2 OpenStreetMap Data Quality Assurance

Of the three data quality assurance mechanisms described, all of them are used in quality
assurance of OpenStreetMap data. Keep in mind however, that ensuring the quality of
OpenStreetMap is a shared responsibility of all users. Therefore, OpenStreetMap have technical
guides available in how to conduct the three mechanisms described. There are 2 types of tools
used in quality assurance of data in OpenStreetMap:
1. OpenStreetMap Data Monitoring Tool
2. OpenStreetMap Data Error Detection Tool

Data Monitoring tool is used to see the condition of existing OpenStreetMap data as well as
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in the region where mapping activity is conducted. Error detection tool will make it easier to
show errors and mistakes in the OpenStreetMap data, compared to doing so manually. The tools
are made by the users that develop OpenStreetMap according to their own needs. In chapter 2,
we will learn errors on OpenStreetMap data and the tools related to data quality assurance in
OpenStreetMap.
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Chapter 2
OpenStreetMap Data Quality
Learning Objectives
● Knowing how to properly digitize objects in OSM
● Knowing and understanding examples of data errors in OSM
● Knowing references of information/tag of objects in OSM
● Knowing the tools to monitor data quality in OSM
● Knowing and understanding how to use the tools to monitor data quality in OSM
● Knowing the tools that detect data errors in OSM
● Knowing and understanding how to use the tools to detect data errors in OSM

Maintaining spatial data quality is very important, especially when the data is a result of
participatory mapping such as OpenStreetMap. As an open map with the data coming from the
public and communities, the quality of OpenStreetMap data is often questioned. Therefore, in
order to prove the quality of data in OpenStreetMap is accountable, participation of users not
only in inputting data to OpenStreetMap, but also in maintaining the data quality of
OpenStreetMap. Below are important things to know that will help in maintaining the data
quality of OpenStreetMap.

2.1 A guide to Digitizing Objects in OpenStreetMap

As a frequent user of OpenStreetMap, may it be a frequent contributor of data or simply
participating in activities using OpenStreetMap, we often find - or even make - mistakes when it
comes to editing in OpenStreetMap, may it be unintentionally, or due to not knowing the correct
steps in editing OpenStreetMap. Here are a few data editing missteps and errors that often occur
in OpenStreetMap.
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2.1.1 Drawing Objects

2.1.1.1 Showing Object Symbols
Drawing object symbols in OpenStreetMap is often confusing. Frequently asked questions we’ve
had from OpenStreetMap users such as “what tag should we use?” and “should the object be
drawn as a point/node or as a building?”. Even more so when the shape of the building can be
clearly seen through satellite imagery.

Actually, there is no right or wrong way when it comes to drawing an object as a building or just
a point. However, it is better to also consider the aesthetic and beauty, as well as ease of
information when showing the objects mapped. For example, try to compare the 2 maps below:
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Which of the two maps do you think is more informative and conveys the information more
effectively? If you think the second map is easier to see and understand, then you are correct.
One of the strengths of OpenStreetMap compared to other maps is other than its open nature,
OpenStreetMap also has various symbols that represents information regarding a certain object.
This is to ensure ease for users of OpenStreetMap to effectively identify objects in areas they are
looking for as accurate and quickly as possible.

Why do the two maps look differently when they are of the same area?this is due to the
information and tags used in the objects of the two maps. Let’s see the difference.
First map:
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Below are the tags of some of the objects in the first map

Second map:
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Below are the tags of some of the objects in the second map:

Did you notice the difference?
Yep, that’s right. The difference being the tag used in both of the maps is that on the First Map
tags used on the objects were not given specific information about the mapped objects and only
given information related to the buidling_*=. Whereas in the Second Map , the mapped objects
were given information such as amenity=* or shop=* in which all objects were given specific
information whether the object is a bank or a pharmacy or anything else. That is why in the First
Map, the mapped objects were not given symbols or rendered by OpenStreetMap and only
displays the building footprint.

Maps with information regarding object type will appear more informative and relative as well as
much easier to use. Furthermore, there are many functions of tag object information in
OpenStreetMap. First function is to make searching for specific objects in OpenStreetMap easier.
Especially when downloading data from Overpass turbo. By providing the correct tag
information to the object, it will make it easier to find objects with the same tag. For example, if
we wanted to download all school objects in an area on OpenStreetMap then all schools in that
area with the tag amenity = school, we will find all schools with the same tag and can directly
download all of the wanted objects. However, if some schools have not been been given the tag
amenity=school and only given information such as building=yes then the object will not be
counted and unable to download. Below is an example of the function above:
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Second function is for further data processing using Geographic Information System (GIS) such
as QGIS.After downloading the data from OpenStreetMap, we should be able to process the data
in QGIS, may it be using data filter for classification, data symbology, and conducting data
layout. Thus to ensure the data processing can be done correctly, OpenStreetMap data collected
should already have tag information according to the types of objects. This is to ensure that when
the filtering process and data classification is conducted that no objects are missed. For example,
if we wanted data of hospitals in Jakarta, then we can see the attribute table of OpenStreetMap
data that we have, and then select type of amenity = hospital. Below is an example of an
attribute table data of hospitals in Jakarta from OpenStreetMap.
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From the example above, we can see that if we wanted all of the hospitals available in the table
above, then not all of the hospitals in the list will have been selected. Hospitals without the tag
amenity=hospital like Duren Sawit Hospital, Budi Kemuliaan Hospital, and Binawulya Hospital
would not have been selected. Therefore, giving tags on objects when mapping to
OpenStreetMap is important.

For further information regarding tags when mapping objects can be found on the OSM wiki
page at: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Indonesian_Tagging_Guidelines

2.1.1.2 Building Objects with more than 1 Type of Amenity

We also often find a building with multiple functions such as department stores or offices. This
is often confusing for users to map. If you face this type of cases, you may:

-

Digitize the main building first in the shape of Polygon (building footprint) and then
enter the preset building and input information about the building.

-

And then, digitize each store/amenity in the building with a point and give the correct
information and tag. For example, amenity = restaurant, shop = hairdresser, amenity
= fast_food

-

After that, objects you map should look like this:
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Note: For certain objects such as schools, malls, government offices although the correct tag
has been given, object symbols may not appear. This is due to the symbols for those objects are
not yet made available by OpenStreetMap. This is not a mistake and still input using tag
amenity=* or shop=* or office=* according to object you digitize or according to correct data in
OpenStreetMap

2.1.1.3 Object consisting of Several Buildings

We will also often find objects with multiple buildings but still part of the same type of object.
Examples of this characteristic we often see are schools or hospitals. If you find objects like this,
it is better to map each building based on their function. Below are examples of building with
complex shape and form:
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Above, we can see that one school often have several type of buildings such as mosques, parking
lots, or sportsfields. Another example we can see within one school there are 2 buildings used.
Below is what OpenStreetMap display for each of those objects.

For the picture on the left (SMA 68 Jakarta High School) at a glance nothing looks off from
the shape of the building, however in reality the school building is not square but U-shaped
with a field surrounded by the buildings in the middle. Whereas for the picture on the right
(SMK SPP Samarinda High School) it shows 10 different buildings that are used for learning
activities and each building are given the name and marked as a school. This will give wrong
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information to users who wish to know the number of schools there are in that area. SMK SPP
Samarinda High School should have been counted as 1 school by OpenStreetMap, but was
counted as 10 schools due to it being given the same tag which is amenity=school for each
building.

To avoid mistakes like this, do the following steps:
-

Map all buildings according to the satellite imagery using your JOSM

-

For buildings used for learning activities give the tag building=school as well as other
information about the building such as height of building, type of roof, etc. (if necessary).

-

For other buildings such as parking lots and mosques give the tag according to each of
their

type.

For

complete

tag

reference

feel

free

to

see

it

here:

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Indonesian_Tagging_Guidelines
-

In naming the object type/amenity, draw the layout of the school until it forms a new area
and give the tag amenity=school and name=* with the school’s name accordingly.
Remember! You only need give school name once!
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Once you see the result then the object displayed will look different than before. In
OpenStreetMap, mapping Objects that consist of multiple buildings or amenities should draw
according to their functionality for each building and don’t forget to draw the outer area around
the building with name object in order to get how large the building complex, for example a
school or hospital which have several building will count as one part of the main object by
OpenStreetMap. This is to ensure the data collected for purposes such as disaster preparation and
prevention, the information is correct and not misleading.

2.1.2 Naming Objects (Toponymy)

Naming objects on a map is crucial and needs careful consideration. With correct naming then it
ensures the information conveyed is easy to understand and does not mislead users when
observing the map. And with the many users currently on OpenStreetMap, naming one type of
object can vary, may it be due to different writing or name interpretation. Consider the following
examples:
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The pictures above portray some cases of wrong naming on OpenStreetMap. Based on the rules
that apply in Indonesia, naming objects on OpenStreetMap is regulated by the national
Geospatial Information Agency (BIG) as the official institution concerning spatial data in
Indonesia. Also based on the Perfected Spelling System (EYD) and the Dictionary of the
Indonesian Language (KBBI). Points to consider when naming objects on OpenStreetMap are:

a. Street Objects
Naming streets and alleyways MUST begin with a capital letter and written in full. Here are a
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couple of examples:

b. Building Objects
Naming building objects, just like street objects, MUST begin with a capital letter and written in
full. Some examples:
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Examples above are some of the naming found on OpenStreetMap, particularly in Indonesia. If
you find any objects not shown in the examples above, here are some references:
●

http://kbbi.web.id/

●

http://www.big.go.id/dokumen-standar/

●

http://www.big.go.id/assets/download/sni/SNI/SNI%2019-6502.2-2000_image.pdf

2.1.3 Adjacent Land Objects
We will find objects with close proximity to each other. This is often confusing and may lead to
mistakes in data. For the types of common data mistakes on OpenStreetMap will be extensively
explained in the next chapter.

Here are examples of buildings in close to proximity to each other.

So how do we correctly digitize building objects that are close to each other? To digitize close
proximity building make a node on one building and snap them together with the node on the
building next to it. Here are examples on JOSM.
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For objects with different shapes or in different positions, the node on the said objects should
also connect with the node of the building next to it. Then continue to digitize according to the
shape of the building. For example:

Below are a few examples of close-proximity objects digitized on OpenStreetMap:

Drawing close-proximity objects also apply to digitizing land use when often times we’ll find
land use objects directly next to roads or in the middle of housing districts. Below are examples
of land use objects on OpenStreetMap:
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Digitizing land use should connect to the node of the roads. Whereas for land uses such as rice
or grass fields in with housing in the middle, overlap the buildings on the land use objects. This
is allowed on OpenStreetMaps and will not cause errors. Here are displays of editing in JOSM
and OpenStreetMap for the land-use pictured above:
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As shown above there are 2 OpenStreetMap displays in different regions. The map above shows
an example of land use on OpenStreetMap, which are mainly natural land-uses such as gardens,
rice-paddies, fields and rivers. Whereas the maps below it are examples of non-natural land-uses
such as housing, industrial complex, or shopping districts on OpenStreetMap. On the map above
the houses are drawn individually, while the map below the houses are a part of a housing district
and the shaped buildings are only of public facilities and industries. This shows that it is possible
to map housing districts first and then add individual houses to the housing district. This is to
ensure a neat, organized result and data.

Here are examples of land-use digitizing on JOSM:
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From the examples above we can see that land-use objects can be overlaid with other building
or land-use objects, and will not result in an error. This is because to digitize objects, there
cannot be any empty spaces, following the principles of topology and spatial data.

2.1.4 Drawing Roads
Major roads are important objects that is also important on OpenStreetMap. The quality of the
major road drawing on the map portrays information such as route and direction to and from a
place, as well as used in navigation on applications such as OSMAnd. However, mistakes in
naming, as explained in previous chapters, or physical errors such as direction and type of roads
drawn. Below is an example of a complex road system:
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From the example above we can note a important points on drawing roads on OpenStreetMap,
such as:
-

Road direction

-

Layer of roads

-

Road lanes

-

Separated roads

-

Road Classifications

Road direction - road direction on OpenStreetMap should be drawn according to its actual
direction on JOSM. If the direction of the road heads north from south, then when digitizing on
JOSM must also be drawn north to south. Here are some examples of major roads on JOSM and
the result on OpenStreetMap.
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Each road must only have one direction, to do so choose the description on tag of the highway
and tick oneway box. This is to mark the direction of the road in accordance to its description.

Road layers - In bigger cities we will often find elevated roads, or more commonly known as
flyovers. On OpenStreetMap, elevated roads and flyovers are given a specified tag as to ensure it
doesn’t overlap with other roads adjacent to it. The specified tag is Layer. The information for
Layer is already provided by the initial preset on JOSM. Fill in the rest of the specified
information. Below is the display for Layer information on JOSM.
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Following the specifications of OpenStreetMap, the first layer when we do not fill the column is
0. It means the road’s position is in line and is built directly on the ground. When drawing
major roads that are positioned above ground such as flyovers, then it is given layer 1, or if
there are more than one layers then another layer is added such as layer 2, and so on. When
drawing underground roads or tunnels like subways, then the layer value filled in must be -1
and so on. Below are some example displays on JOSM and OpenStreetMap:

Number of Road Lanes - One important aspect of drawing roads that is often neglected is to
know the road lanes. One road may consist of 2 or more lanes. Usually the lanes are marked by
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white dotted lines on the road. Below are some examples of road lanes:

The picture above shows 4 separate road lanes. When inputting information of a road such as
the example above, we can do so by adding a Lanes tag and fill in according to the number of
lanes on the road. Below is an example of filling in lanes on JOSM:

Separated Roads - We’ll often find roads separated by a separator, may it be to separate lanes or
to divide lanes between motorcyclists and cars. They are often separated by what is called a
separator. Ideally this information should also be available on OpenStreetMap when drawing
major roads, as to provide information to users. If U-turns are allowed on that road,for example,
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or if the road is one way. Below are examples of separated roads:

From the examples above we can see Sudirman Street and Transjakarta Corridor Lane are
separated by a yellow separator, even though they are the same direction. We can also see the
road adjacent to it is also separated by street lamps and hedges. For Separated Roads like the
examples above, it must be given a one way tag on OpenStreetMap, to ensure the direction of
the road can be seen.
For roads with two different directions and not separated by a separator, then it is enough to
only draw it once on JOSM and not given a one way tag. OpenStreetMap then will not show
directional arrows, like the separated roads. Below are some examples of major roads on
OpenStreetMap:
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Classifying Road Lanes - We’ll also often find roads with the same direction but separated by a
separator. This type of road usually have rules permitting or restricting certain type of vehicles to
use a designated lane. Regulations regarding type of vehicles, speed limitations, and even both.
This is usually found in urban areas where number of vehicles are relatively crowded everyday.
We can classify this type of roads on OpenStreetMap. For speed limits you can add the tag
Maxspeed=* on each of the lanes.
There are also limitations regarding the type of vehicles allowed to pass on a specific lane or
road. To add this information, for example for roads or lanes where motorcycles are not
permitted to pass, you may add the tag motorcycle=no on the specified road. Below is the
example displayed on OpenStreetMap:
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2.1.5 Drawing Bridges
Roads are also commonly found, and may be confusing for some to draw on the map. If the
bridge is connected to a major road, it is common to only draw the road without specifically
drawing a bridge. However this is a mistake. To draw a bridge on the map, select a section of the
road to be made a bridge and then add the following attribute bridge=yes. Below is an example
of a road before and after ir has been given the bridge attribute on JOSM and the OpenStreetMap
website.
before applying the bridge tag
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after applying the bridge tag

As seen above, after applying the tag bridge=yes, a bold black outline should appear on the
specified section. It is also important to note that after giving the bridge=yes tag, you must give
a layer=1 to mark that the road is above a body of water, as well as adding the tag highway=* in
accordance to the type of road.
2.1.6 Drawing Administrative Boundaries
Even though OpenStreetMap is made specifically to display physical objects such as schools,
hospitals, bus terminals, train stations, and others, it is also possible to add administrative
boundaries.
Activities using OpenStreeMap has been conducted before, such as Jakarta Mapping 2012 by
the District Body for Disaster Prevention (BPBD) DKI Jakarta. However, this type of drawing
administrative boundaries is more complex, since they must also include the relation/connection
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between one administrative boundary with another. One boundary must also connect with the
boundary of another, and this should be done carefully to ensure the correct relation between the
boundaries. Here are examples of the steps taken to draw administrative boundaries on
OpenStreetMap:

Before beginning to draw administrative boundaries on OpenStreetMap, it is important to first of
all know the administrative hierarchy in Indonesia. The levels of administrative boundaries can
be different between a country and another. You can see levels of administrative boundaries of
different countries at http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Tag:boundary%3Dadministrative. The
levels of administration in Indonesia is as follows:
value

Administration Level

Displayed in OSM as:

Place

1

-

-

2

Batas Negara

3

-

4

Batas Provinsi

province

5

Batas Kotamadya / Kabupaten

district

6

Batas Kecamatan

municipality

7

Batas Kelurahan / Desa

village

8

Batas Dusun

9

Batas Rukun Warga (RW)

10

Batas Rukun Tetangga (RT)

-

as mentioned above, administrative boundaries are a sensitive topic to map. In order to avoid
issues in the future, there are specific requirements when it comes to mapping administrative
boundaries on OpenStreetMap, they are:
- Data must come from a reliable source, for example the Geospatial Information Agency (BIG)
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- Data used must have a permission to use license, to ensure it is legal to be used for public use.
- Data must have clear administration boundaries, as legally acknowledged and approved by the
concerning authorities.
- Understands the concept of relations on OpenStreetMap, especially relations in Administrative
Boundaries After knowing the administration level of the area we are about to map, as well as
meeting the requirements above, we can now begin to draw the administrative boundaries on
OpenStreetMap. Here are the steps:

2.1.6.1 Relation

Relation is an important element in OSM data that consists of one or more tags, and containing a
list of objects that are a part of that relation group.
In making administrative boundaries, we need to use the relation feature. Relation is used to
group administrative boundaries and marking outer boundaries or inner boundaries. Relation in
making administrative boundaries consist of two types, Relation Tags and Relation Members.
Relation Tags
Key

Value

Description

admin_level

**adjusted
according to
administrative
boundaries

Tag useful to identify level of administrative
boundary of an area. For example, admin level
= 4 in Indonesia is a province level
administration boundary.

boundary

administrative

This tag is used to mark the actual
administrative boundaries

type

boundary

This tag is the primary tag used to identify if an
object is part of an administrative boundary

name

**name of
administration

Tag to describe the name of the specific
administrative boundary, for example: West
Java, Depok City, District Sawangan,
RW(subdistrict) 03.
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place

**contoh: suburb,
island

This tag is optional. This tag is useful to
describe type of area that are in an
administrative boundary, including but not
limited to coast lines or other land uses.
For more information:
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:place

land_area

administrative

Tag to mark land administrative borders

PROV_nam
e

**name of
province

Tag that describes name of province. This tag
must be included in administrative boundaries
that are below the province level (district,
subdistricts, etc.)

KAB_name

**name of district

Tag that describes name of district. This tag
must be included in administrative boundaries
that are below the district level (subdistrict,
municipality, etc.)

KEC_name

**name of
municipality

Tag that describes name of municipality. This
tag must be included in administrative
boundaries that are below the municipality level
(village, RT, RW)

KEL_name

**name of village

Tag that describes name of village. This tag
must be included in administrative boundaries
that are below the village level (RT, RW)

RW_name

**name of RW

Tag that describes name of RW. This tag must
be included in administrative boundaries that
are below the RW level (RT)

Relation Members
-

Admin_centre

Point that represents the centre of administration in one area, may it be the province capital,
district, etc.
-

Outer
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Series of lines connected into a closed boundary that marks the outer boundaries of the
administrative area.
-

Inner

Series of lines connected into a closed boundary that are inside the area of an administrative
boundary.

Area C is inside Area A and Area C is identified as an inner of the relation members
2.1.6.2 Creating Administrative Borders
In making administrative borders, it is highly encourage to use editor Java OpenStreetMap
(JOSM) due to the complete tools available to edit and modify are much easier to use than other
editors such as iD editor.

Note: Data used in this tutorial are fictitious data to easily help understand and practice creating
administrative borders.

Here are the steps in creating administrative boundaries on OpenStreetMap:

-

Digitizing Administrative Boundaries

1. Open JOSM editor.
2. Select area that you will make administrative boundaries in, by downloading the OSM
data of the specified area.
3. Start by digitizing the administrative boundaries, in accordance with the requirements as
explained before. To digitize you may use the Draw Node tool
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4. Below

is

an

example

of

digitizing

administrative

boundaries

5. When drawing administrative boundaries, please consider the following:
-

Draw it so that it connects with other administrative boundaries

-

Ensure that no administrative boundary is drawn twice

-

Ensure that every interconnected line is a drawn its own separate line (in a different
segment). If the lines look something like this:
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You need to divide the lines by using Tools -> Divide Line/Way or use the shortcut
button (P) on your keyboard. The result should look something like this:

-

Assigning Tags on Administrative Boundary Lines

1. The next step is to assign a tag on each boundary line made. Choose one line segment of
the administration boundary.

2. Assign a tag on the selected line by going to the panel Tags/Membership -> Add. In the
“key” column choose/type “boundary” and on the “value column choose/type in
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“administrative”. Click Ok.

3. After adding the Add Value dialog, it should show something like this

4. Add tag Note with Key=note and Value= Village A / Village B, the same method used
in the step before. This tag is to give a description that the line segment is the
administrative boundaries for Village A and Village B.

5. Continue by adding tag on the line segments making up the administrative boundaries of
VIllage A. Now choose line segment of boundaries between Village A and C. Give tags
using the steps explained in the steps before (steps 1 -4).
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6. This part of the tutorial will show how to make village/district administrative boundaries
where the village/district are covers the entire mainland/island. In the image below, the
red line is the boundary between Village A and the ocean.

In this case, the tag given is different, where you need to add Key=natural and
Value=coastline, and then Key=note can be deleted.
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7.

After the line segments of the boundaries of Village A are given tags, draw a point/node

to mark the centre point of Village A

8.

Add a tag on the centre point by clicking Presets -> Geography ->Place/Location ->

Village. Fill in the name column and other information columns, such as population and postal
code, if available.

9. After the point is given a tag, the result should look like this:
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Creating Relations for Administrative Boundaries (example: village)
1. The next step is to create a relation to make an administrative boundary of Village A.
Choose one boundary line segment of Village A.

2. Select Presets -> Relations -> Boundary

3. The preset window above should appear. Assign the administrative name (example:
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Village A), and on the boundary type column select Administrative, and on
Administrative level column, select according to the the level of administration (example:
Village -. Level of Administration = 7). After filling in the columns, click new relation.

4. A new relation window should appear:

From the example above, notice the Tag column and the 4 existing tags. They are:
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Key

Value

admin_level

7

boundary

adminstrative

name

Desa (village) A

type

boundary

We will need to add tags with the information of administrative levels above it,
which are:

Key

Value

PROV_name

**name of province

KAB_name

**name of district

KEC_name

**name of
municipality

5. To add a tag, you may click the add icon

then fill in the Key and Value Column.

6. On the relation members column, you will notice that there is currently one member.
Next is to to add the other line segments of Village A into the relation. Select the
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segments one by one.

7. Keep the relations window OPEN. Then select other line segment making up the
boundaries of Village A. After selecting, click the

icon on the relations window. The

number of relation members should increase.

8. Repeat the steps to add the other line segments making up the boundaries of Village A
and others.
9. When all the line segments of Village A have been added, next select the centrepoint
of Village A, and click

icon on the relations window.

10. When all the relation members of Village A are included, then specify the role of
every relation member. Line segment forming the boundaries of Village A is specified
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as “outer”, as the outermost layer of the administrative boundary. Select the
Centrepoint of Village A and specify its role as “admin_centre”

11. Please make sure the list of administrative boundary segments are in the correct order.
If not done correctly, then the line on the right hand side of the window will not close,
like below:

To organize the line segments, click the sort relation member icon
12. After the line segments are in the correct order, the lines in the right hand side of the
window should look like this:

13. After assigning the role of each relation as well ensuring the list of administrative
boundaries are in order, click OK.
14. Now double click in the administrative area of Village A. If a relation has been
formed, then village A should appear purple like this:
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15. Then, do the same thing with Village B (following the steps starting from Assigning
Tags on Administrative Boundaries until step no. 14 on Creating Relations for
Administrative Boundaries). The end result should look like this:

16. Before we move forward and creating Boundaries for Village C, let’s try to digitize
the administrative village boundaries in VIllage C’s area. Let’s call this new village,
Village D.
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17. Choose the line segment of the boundaries of Village D. Assign a tag on the selected
line segment by selecting Tags/Membership - Add on the panel. Fill in the Key and
Value like the example below:

18. To create administrative boundaries for Village C, follow the same steps from
Assigining Tags on Administrative Boundaries to step no. 9 on Creating Relations
on Administrative Boundaries.
19. Make sure the line segments of the boundaries between Village C and D have
been assigned to the relation member list of Village C.
20. After assigning relation members of Village C, assign the roles of each relation
members.
-

Line segments of the outer layer of Village C (boundary lines between Village
C/A, boundary lines between VIllage C/B, and boundary lines between Village
C/Ocean) -> acts as the “outer” boundaries of the administrative area.

-

Line segments of the inner layer of Village C (boundary lines between Village
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C/D) -> acts as the “inner” boundaries of the administrative area.
-

Centre point of Village C -> assign as “admin_centre”

21. Click Sort Relation Members

, to make sure the relation members are in order.

22. Now double click on the administrative area of Village C. If a relation has been made, the
area of Village C should appear purple like below:

23. After creating administrative boundaries for Village C, continue creating boundaries
for Village D. Follow the same steps from Assigning Tags on Administrative
Boundaries until step no. 14 on Creating Relations of Administrative Boundaries.
The end result should look like this:
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Creating Relations for Administrative Boundaries (Example: District)

So far we have covered how to make relations for administrative boundaries on the
village level, and now we will focus on creating administrative boundaries a level above,
which is District . The steps will more or less look the same from the previous example.

Start by creating a centre point for Kertamukti District, then assign a tag:
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1. Select the centre point of Kertamukti District. Then select Presets -> Relations >
Boundaries

2. A window should appear after selecting Boundaries. Assign the district administrative
name (example: Kertamukti), then on the boundary type column select Administrative,
and on Administration Level column assign according to the level of administration
(example: District -> administrative level = 6). When done, click New Relation.
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3. A new relations window should appear like below:

From the example above, notice that 4 tags have been assigned, namely:

Key

Value
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admin_level

6

boundary

administrative

name

Kuningan

type

boundary

Next is to add a few more tags containing information such as name of administration of the
level above it, some of which:

4. To add a tag, click

Key

Value

PROV_name

**nama provinsi

KAB_name

**name kabupaten

icon, then fill in the Key and Value column.

5. You will notice that on the member relations list, there is still only one member. Next we add
other segments that form the boundaries for Kertamukti districts on this relations list.

6. Keep the relations window OPEN. Select the line segments making up the
boundaries of Kertamukti District.
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7. After selecting, click

icon on the relations window. The number of members on

the relations list will increase.

8. Once the Kertamukti District relations list is complete, assign the roles of each member
on the relations list. The line segments making up the boundaries of Kertamukti District
is given the role “outer” as the outer boundary of the administrative district. Whereas the
centre point of Kertamukti District is given the role “admin_centre”.

9. Next, make sure the administrative boundary segments are in order. If they are not in
order, the lines in the right hand column will look like this:
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To sort the relations member list in order, click the Sort Relation Member

icon.

10. Once the segment list is in order, then the right hand column will look like this:

11. After assigning the role of each relation member and making sure the line
administrative boundary segments are in order, click OK.
12. To check the result of the administrative boundaries you’ve made, go to
www.openstreep.org
2.2 Examples of Data Errors on OpenStreetMap
After learning how to properly digitize objects on OpenStreetMap, now we will learn the
commonly found data errors on OpenStreetMap. On OpenStreetMap, there are 2 types of
common mistakes, namely tag errors or information and geometric errors. We will learn these
two types of errors more in detail in the following chapter.

2.2.1 Tag or Information Errors
Tag or information errors are the most commonly found data mistake on OpenStreetMap. This is
usually due to incorrect information or tag given to the mapped objects or not following the
requirements on OpenStreetMap. Please note that in this chapter we will focus on the technical
mistakes when assigning tags on objects, and not regarding whether the information of an object
is true or false, which can only be determined after conducting field surveys of that object. Here
are a few tag or information errors on OpenStreetMap:

Objects not Assigned a Tag
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For this type of mistake, a tag should be given soon containing the correct information regarding
the object. If this goes unchecked and the object have been included on OpenStreetMap, then the
object will not be recognized on OpenStreetMap and gathering the data of the object from HOT
Export or others not possible.

Mistake for input object name
Sometimes user input a name in some object with too general name like this:

Based on images above, some user input tag name=road in road objects because s/he doesn’t
know name of the roads. There are also some user who put tag name=building in building
objects because of the same reason. Based on those two cases, it is wrong to give object name
with general name like road, building, house, etc. Every objects in OpenStreetMap don’t need
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the name if we don’t know the name of the objects itself because it already have the tag like
highway=primary or building=yes. There are a lot of user get this mistake because when they
mapping using JOSM, sometimes when they want to upload, they got a warning like unnamed
ways. We can ignore this warning if we don’t know the name. If you found objects like example
above, you can delete the tag (especially the name) and then upload it.

Tags assigned to the point/node and not on the Building
One common mistake users make is when adding tags on nodes that are part of a line or
Polygon. This occurs when a user is drawing an object and places a node on the building. When
assigning a tag on multiple objects, users often choose all (select all) nodes on the object.
Remember! This is not the correct way to do so. To avoid this mistake, please click directly on
the line segment of the building you wish to add a tag to and ensure to enter the correct
information regarding the object. Below is an example of this mistake:

From the example above, The object on the right hand side tag is correctly assigned on the
building, which is the hospital, whereas the object on the left hand side is wrong since tag is
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assigned on each node of the building. This can be seen from the Hospital symbol on each corner
of the building. This will affect the number of objects recognized on OpenStreetmap. The
hospital building should only be recognized as one object, whereas the example on the left will
be recognized as 4 hospitals.

Building Objects without Building Description

Oftentimes when uploading data to OpenStreetMap we will sometimes come across data warning
like below:

From the example above, this warning informs the user that that the object named RS MH
THAMRIN is assigned a tag or building-specific information, such as the number of floors and
building structure, but is not marked as a building. Here is the tag of this object:

We can see from the example that some of the building information has been given to the object,
but the tag building=* have not been given. This may confuse the OpenStreetMap algorithm if
the object is really an object, or just nodes or way. That is why it is important to add the building
tag to the object. In this case, the object is a hospital, then we add the tag building = hospital so
the object tag will look something like this:
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So, to avoid this issue make sure when drawing an object namely a building, the main tag to
assign is building=* according to the type of building. If we are unsure regarding the type of
building of an object, assign building=yes to the object so as to ensure no error occurs.

2.2.2 Geometric Errors
Geometric errors are one of the more common mistakes on OpenStreetMap. This error can be in
the form of mistakes in connections between objects on OpenStreetMap. In general, geometric
errors that occur utilises topology principles for spatial data. Below are some examples of
geometric errors on OpenStreetMap:

Interconnected Road and Building Objects
Some objects should not be connected. When drawing a line object close to a building (polygon)
or vice versa, the two objects must not be connected. Logically, there is no way a highway is
directly attached to a building! If you find such mistakes, you can separate the objects using the
UnGlue Ways feature in JOSM.

Overlapping Objects
Another common mistake on OpenStreetMap are overlapping objects. An object, may it be a
building or a road/way must not overlap one another. For example, a polygon drawn as a park
outside of a building object must not overlap with the main building. For example:
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From the examples above, we can see the object on the left is correct, since it is not intersected
with another object, unlike the one on the right. This rises the question “why is the object on the
left correct when it is inside of another area/polygon?” If you notice, the object on the lef is in a
land use polygon/area and as explained in previous sub-chapters, land use objects may overlap
with other objects.

Disconnected and Not Perpendicular Crossroads
When mapping a crossroad, you cannot draw the road/way intersection by creating a curve.
You must draw it perpendicular and the nodes on the road/way must be connected to each other.

For long road that have several road’s name, it should draw as different object. So each object,
for one road segment and one road’s name. Like this example:
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Picture above is example a long road that have several segment and road’s name. To split this
road you can use split way.

After you use split way each road now separated and we can start give road’s name for each
object.

Road/lines are not connected

In accordance with the rules of topology for spatial data, then every road/line object must be
interconnected with one another. If a line is not connected, then the road/line will be
recognized as an error on OpenStreetMap. If you find mistakes such as this, connect the node to
the road/line close to it. Below is an example of a disconnected road/line on OpenStreetMap:
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Road/ways Going Through Buildings
Logically, there should not be a road/river cutting through buildings. When you come across
line/road object crossing through a building, OpenStreetMap will regard it as an error. Please
correct the position of one of the objects with the help of satellite imagery or surveying the
location of the object. Below are examples of lines/roads crossing through buildings:

The type of mistakes discussed above are some of the most common data mistakes found on
OpenStreetMap. You will come across many different types of data mistakes on OpenstreetMap
But don’t worry if you don’t know every type of data mistakes there are, because you will
identify them using the validation tools on JOSM that we will discuss on the next chapters.
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Editing Outside of the Download Area

As we know, to edit data on OpenStreetMap in JOSM you need to first download the data of the
area you wish to edit. This is in order to help us identify the object we have or have not map in
the downloaded area. Other than that, it will also avoid conflicts in the data on OpenStreetMap.
Even so, we’ll often find users that are editing and forgets the limits of the downloaded area.
This can create conflict in data on OpenStreetMap, when they upload.

In the picture above, the limit of our area is marked by the white pale box, whereas the area with
diagonal lines are areas that cannot be edited. It is best to not edit obects outside of the
downloaded area. If an object is in or outside of the downloaded area, do not edit the said object.
To overcome this, you may broaden the edited area by re-downloading on JOSM.

2.3 Maintaining Data Quality on OpenStreetMap
When adding, editing, or monitoring the data we’ve mapped, it is important to know the reliable
source to obtain the information. This is to ensure the objects mapped are correct and are
meeting the criteria set by OpenStreetMap. In addition, it is also a good way to maintain the
quality of data in OpenStreetMap. Links we will learn in this subchapter will be divided into 3
main categories, namely looking for information on OpenStreetMap, Monitoring Data, and
detecting Errors on OpenStreetMap.
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2.3.1 Tag/Information References in OpenStreetMap
When providing information about an object on the map, it is crucial to ensure the information is
correct and meets the set criteria. Hence, it is crucial to ensure the information of the objects are
obtained from reliable sources. OpenStreetMap provides its own Wikipedia page that can serve
as a general reference. The page is wiki map features. You may visit by clicking this link:
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features.
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Here can see the different types of mapped objects available on OpenStreetMap, as well as its
information and illustration. It is important to remember that the objects displayed on this page is
global, and will display features that are also available in other countries such as snow tracks,
babysitters, and drinking taps. Some of the objects may sound unfamiliar to most Indonesians. If
you wish to see objects that can only be found in Indonesia, you may visit the wiki page
provided

by

HOT

Indonesia

here:

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Indonesian_Tagging_Guidelines
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2.3.2 Data Monitoring Tools on OpenStreetMap
The basic concept of OpenStreetMap is an open where anyone can enter their own data by
themselves. The large amount of data inputted every day means we need to make sure that the
data are correct or not. For this, we have to be able to monitor data on OpenStreetMap. Ways to
monitor data on OpenStreetMap can be classified into 2 ways: based on location/area , or based
on users. Let’s discuss one by one the data monitoring tools available:
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-

Data Monitoring based on Location

Notes in OpenStreetMap - Notes are one one of the facilities available on OpenStreetMap
where users can give information to other users regarding objects on OpenStreetMap. The notes
on the object is used to tell other users the weaknesses of an object. For example, regarding a
hospital feature is about to be torn down or under construction.
Notes can be opened on the main page of the OpenStreetMap website. When opening the website
page, click Map Layers in the right hand side of the window, tick the Map Notes box until the
OpenStreetMap will appear as:

The red pin icon are notes on objects in that area. If you click on one of the red icons, it will
show the notes and information details such as object notes, when the note was made, and
comment box. An example:
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When coming across notes such as the ones above, there are 2 things you can do. For example, if
the note is just to inform of a mosque under construction, you may reply the comment on the
note but you cannot edit or fix the note since it is only in the form of announcement/notification.
However, if the note is recommending you to fix the said object, then you may help to do so. To
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add notes or see notes you don’t have to be logged in to an OpenStreetMap account.
However, if you wish to fix/edit objects according to the notes and to add to the note, then you
must first be logged in.

Why is it to add notes you need to have an OpenStreetMap account? Because the notes feature in
OpenStreetMap is practical and provides information quickly to other OpenStreetMap users. For
example, if someone notices a mistake in OpenStreetMap, but does not have an account, he can
still add notes regarding the object, and does not have to create an account to inform other users.
He simply has to add notes about the object and other users with an OpenStreetMap account will
fix the mistakes. To add notes on OpenStreetMap, click the add new notes button on the right
hand site until a note box and a blue pin icon appears to mark the object you wish to add notes to.

Remember! You cannot force others to know OpenStreetMap and to create an account, but you
can still ask them to contribute to OpenStreetMap, one way is to use the notes on
OpenStreetMap.

Who Did It - This web tool is used to monitor data of a specific area on OpenStreetMap. Who
did it is an OpenStreetMap tool created by Ilya Zverev with WTFPL license, modified and
developed by Simon Legner. The main use of this tool is to monitor input activity, edit and
erase data on OpenStreetMap in a certain area by adding keywords such as usernames, time
of

changes,

shape

of

object

and

area.

To

check

it

out

you

may

go

to
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http://simon04.dev.openstreetmap.org/whodidit/ . Below is how it looks like:

Now you can add in keywords on the left hand box. The box contains information such as:

1. You can search the area using this search box.
2. You can determine the time of activity of a specified area. The time can range from last
6 hours, day, 3 days, week, month, and from the beginning of activity.
3. You can search based on username or object type modified.
4. Get RSS link of an area to attach to personal blog/link.

As an example, we will see the data activity of the Kebon Sirih, Central Jakarta area on
OpenStreetMap in the last month or 6 months. Below are the results:
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The first picture shows data modification activities in the last month, while the second
picture shows data modification of the past 6 months. You can see that data modification
activity in the Kebon Sirih area for the past month is compartively lesser than the past 6 months.
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This can be seen by the smaller number of boxes in the first picture, and some areas without any
boxes, which signify no data modification took place. While in the second picture, all areas have
boxes which means data modification took place. Each box have a certain color that explains the
data modification that took place. The color of boxes signify:
Red box: Signifies that only object deletion took place in that area.
Yellow box: Signifies minor/smaller object deletion activity and/or major edit/modification
activity took place in that area.
Green box: Signifies minor object edit/modification and object addition activity took place
in that area.
After obtaining the desired search results, you can select a box to see the activity of that area.
When clicking a box you will see:

1.

Date of data modification (changeset) uploaded to OpenStreetMap

2.

Comment regarding
OpenStreetMap

3.

Data modification (changeset) id number on OpenStreetMap

4.

Links that contain
OpenStreetMap

change/modification

information

of

data

(changeset)

regarding data modification

uploaded

to

(changeset) on
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5.

Filter specific data modification information

6.

User account name of user that modified data (changeset)

7.

Filter to show data modification (changeset) by a specific user account

8.

Number of data modification (changeset) for each object type and type of data
modification

9.

Open the box on JOSM

You can always see data modification activity of an area in more specific detail. If you come
across mistakes in data, it is best to use the validation tools available explained in the next subchapter. It is important to note that the who did it tool/link is not to show or fix mistakes of data
in OpenStreetMap. To show data errors on OpenStreetMap, will be explained in the next subchapter.

Data Monitoring tool based on User
Other than monitoring tool based on location or area in OpenStreetMap, we can also monitor
data based on users that contributed to OpenStreetMap. The tool we can use to monitor data this
way is OSM Heat Map http://www.yosmhm.neis-one.org/ and here’s what it looks like:
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Description:
1. OpenStreetMap Username search box - this is the main tool of this website. You can
enter a username and it will show the user’s activity on OpenStreetMap as well as the
data entries of the user.
2. Layer and Overlays box - this is to choose the layer to show on the map. We can choose
to display like OpenStreetMap (mapnik) or black and white (Toner by Stamen) among
many. We can also choose to display using Heat Map Style or Explored Map Style.

3. Magnifying and Scroll Map Tool - This tool is used to magnify or minify the display, as well
as to scroll the map.

To see data entries of a specifc user, input the OpenStreetMap username and click search.
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After that, you should be able to see the location of data entries by that user. You can magnify to
a certain area you choose. The colour gradation you see is to show the intensity of data entries.
Green signifies less data entries whereas the red signifies more data entries by that user in that
location.
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Other than that, you can also set the year to see the user’s first activity to its most recent. You
can specify the year at the bottom of the OSM Heat Map site.

OSM Changeset Analyzer
OSMCha (beta) is a website developed by Mapbox which have function to monitor all the
changes in OpenStreetMap. With OSMCha, you can monitor each changes in some area, specific
to certain username, or specific to certain changeset. This site provide every changeset uploaded
by all user of specific user with display their mapping location for each changeset.

For each changeset in left panel, you can see three colours: green (for objects added), yellow (for
modified objects), and red (for deleted objects). You can check every changeset using JOSM or
iD. To access the site, go to https://osmcha.mapbox.com/.

2.3.3 OpenStreetMap Data Error Detection Tool

After knowing the tool/link to monitor data on OpenStreetMap, now we will see how to look for
data errors of an area on OpenStreetMap. The tool we can use to do this is OSM Inspector. This
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tool was developed by Geofabrik and is often used to identify data errors on OpenStreetMap. To
use this link click http://tools.geofabrik.de/osmi/ . Below is the display of OSM Inspector:

OSM Inspector is divided into parts, they are list of OpenStreetMap Data Errors,
OpenStreetMap Map containing the data mistakes and Data Mistake Description. Below is
the description for each part on OSM Inspector:

1. View - The function of this tool is to filter data errors on OpenStreetMap that you wish to
display. In View, there are many type of data mistakes to choose from, as you can see in
the picture below:
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-

For Geometry errors are errors that contain the connection between an object,
such as physical objects as explained in previous sub-chapters.

-

Tagging mistakes for errors in tag assigning and information given to an object.

-

Places errors for mistakes with points such as placement of cities or location of an
area.

-

Highways for mistakes related to roads/ highways such as the type of road or
direction of road.

-

Multipolygon displays errors related to polygon interconnected to other objects.

-

Coastline displays errors that occur to coastline data on OpenStreetMap.

-

Routing errors are mistakes related to data with route information. Most of this
type of object are ways.

-

Addresses are errors to the naming adress of an object, usually a
building/polygon object.

-

Water are errors related to water objects such as rivers, lakes, etc.

-

Public Transport are errors related to public transportation objects such as train
tracks or bus routes.

2. Base Layer - This tool allws us to choose the display or background of the map display. In
Base Layer there will be a range of available backgrounds to choose from, namely:
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-

None - Choosing this option will allow us to only display the data mistakes
without displaying the map.

-

Geofabrik Standard - this option allows us to display the OpenStreetMap map
according to Geofabrik display. This map is similiar to the original map on
OpenStreetMap.

-

Geofabrik German - This map display uses the map style of Geofabrik
Germany. The map display will appear smoother.

-

Geofabrik Topo - This option displays the map that shows the elevation and
earth surface.

-

Mapnik - This option displays the original OpenStreetMap map display, similiar
to the one used in the OpenStreetMap website.

-

Public Transport - this option will display the map of the public transport routes.

3. Search - This is a search box that allows the user to search for location or area. This has the
same function of the search box as the one on the OpenStreetMap website.

4. Overlays - this box displays the list of mistakes specifically with the view we choose of an
area. Below is the list of errors with geometry view:
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From the example above we can see the four types of geometry errors for the Jakarta area. The
list of errors may change according to the level of magnification of the map we display. The
more detaiiled the map the more detailed the list of errors in the overlays will be. The type of
errors has been explained in the previous sub-chapters.

5. Selection - This displays information of the type of errors we selected. Information displayed
consist of Error Information, OSM id, and information/tag assigned. For example:

From the Selection menu we can see the information of the object with an error, in the example
above is self intersection ways which is a geometrical error where a line of the object is
intersecting one another. You can Magnify Object by clicking on the magnifying glass icon and
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select open and fix the selected object in iD Editor by clicking the paper icon with an I, open in
Potlach by clicking the paper icon with a P, or open in JOSM by clicking the paper icon with a
J. Below are the examples of the object with the same type of mistake in different applications:

Once you are familiar with all the tools in OSM Inspector, use them when looking for data
mistakes of a specific area on OpenStreetMap. Keep in mind that OSM Inspector is a tool used
only to identify errors, and to fix them use editors such as iD Editor or JOSM.
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Chapter 3
OpenStreetMap Data Validation
Learning objectives:
-

Understanding data validation on OSM

-

Knowing and understanding how to validate data using JOSM

-

Knowing and understanding how to validate data using Tasking Manager

-

Knowing and understanding how to validate data using Overpass Turbo

After learning spatial data quality and understanding aspects of data quality on OpenStreetMap
such as digitizing, types of data mistakes, how to use tools or webstes to monitor data in
OpenStreetMap and fixing data mistakes in an area, now we will learn how the data errors we’ve
identified can be fixed properly. Fixing data errors in OpenStreetMap is called data validation. In
this module we will learn three validation methods using 3 different tools. The validation tools
we will use in this module is JOSM, Tasking Manager and Overpass Turbo. This is to ensure
users know how to use the validation tools according to specific needs.

3.1. Data Validation using JOSM
JOSM is one of the most widely used application to edit data on OpenStreetMap. One reason
why JOSM is widely used, is because it available offline as well as the variety of tools that can
be used to edit data, including data validation. Here is how to validate data using JOSM:
-

Download the area you wish to validate

-

If you don’t see the Validation Result toolbar on the panel window to the right, click the
blue checklist on the left of your JOSM window.
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-

Make sure that no object is selected. If an object is selected then only the selected object
will be validated, whereas we wish to validate the whole of the dowloaded area. Click the
validate button.

-

In the window, it will show warnings in yellow, and mistakes/errors in red. In the
Validation Result window you will see a list of warnings and mistakes/errors.
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-

Errors must be wholly repaired. You can magnify on an object with an error by rightclicking the error and click zoom to problem. You can also do this manually.

-

Some errors can be fixed automatically, such as duplicated nodes. You can see the
folder to see the list of errors and click fix on that window. Some of the errors however
will need to be fixed manually.

Usually, there are more warnings than errors. By assigning a warning, JOSM will inform you
that the object may contain errors. You need to determine whether it is indeed an error or not.

Error
Duplicated node
This error appear if some objects got upload twice because the poor
connection so node overlapping each other in the same position.

Duplicated ways
This error appear if some objects got upload twice because the poor
connection so ways overlapping each other in the same position.

Unconnected coastline
This error appear if a coastline not connected since to make a coastline
you need make a closed way first.

Warning
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Crossing building
More than 2 building overlap each other

Crossing ways
Overlapping 2 or more ways. Every road who have intersection must
have a node for each intersection. If the road itself to intersect, for
example have underpass or overpass, you can put additional tag
layer= for the objects.

Overlapping highways
More than 2 highways overlap each other

Node connect highways and building
Highway and building connected in one or more nodes

Untaged ways (Objek belum diberi tag)
An object in OSM that doesn’t have any tag or information on it
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Way end node near other highways (titik tidak terhubung dengan
garis terdekat)
This happen if there are one or more highway near other highway. If
there is intersection, you must connect it. Otherwise, you can ignore
this warning.

Building inside building (bangunan didalam bangunan)

Unnamed ways (Jalan belum diberi nama)
Ignore this warning if you don’t know the street name. Don’t give
name like name=roads !!

Similarly named ways (Jalan memiliki nama yang sama)
Ignore this warning if in the field there are more than one road that
have similar name, like: toba 1, toba 2, toba 3, etc.

3.2 Data Validation using Tasking Manager

Another tool you can use to validate data on OpenStreetMap is Tasking Manager. As explained
in the first OpenStreetMap guide, tasking manager is a tool to map certain areas in
OpenStreetMap simultaneously. Tasking Manager makes sure that the data inputted to
OpenStreetMap does not overlap one another and can be mapped accurately. However many
OpenStreetMap users map quickly and simultaneously, and as a result the data quality on
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OpenStreetMap at risk of errors. Therefore the areas completed in Tasking Manager needs to be
re validated. Usually in a project using tasking manager there will be some members assigned to
do validation. Below is an example of a project using tasking manager:

In the picture above we can see in Tasking Manager there are boxes that divide the digitizing
areas for each user. These boxes have different colors where objects that have been will be
colored yellow, unmapped objects grey, and validated objects green.
Technically a mapping project using tasking manager should not only be mapped but also
validate all the boxes. This is to ensure the data to be of high quality.
To validate data using Tasking Manager, click on the yellow boxes and click review the work,
and an edit with button will appear. Click and select the editor you wish to use to validate, we
usually use JOSM to do this.
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After that the data on the selected box will be downloaded automatically to JOSM and validated
as explained in previous sub-chapters. After validating all data on the selected box, click
Validate and the box will turn green. If you feel the data contains a lot of mistakes and have not
completed mapping, you may click invalidate. You can then click on the other boxes to also
validate.

Validating using tasking manager can be used simultaneously on an area and validation can be
done quickly so the data on the specific area can be fixed and meets the data quality criteria of
OpenStreetMap.

3.3 Validating Data using Overpass Turbo

On the previous sub-chapters we learned how to validate using JOSM for individual projects and
tasking manager to validate in a group. Now, we will learn how to validate specific objects on
OpenStreetMap. By doing so we don’t have to check every object in an area but only select
specific objects to validate. For example, we want to validate all school objects in the Jakarta
area. We don’t have to download the data for the whole Jakarta area, but only take the school
objects in that area. This is especially useful when we want to save the amount data we download
in OpenStreetMap, and save time when validating. The tool we use when validating specific
objects is Overpass Turbo (http://overpass-turbo.eu/ ). Below is the display for overpass turbo:
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We can search an area we want to validate by clicking the search button the top right corner of
the map. We can also magnify and zoom like the map on OpenStreetMap. After finding the area
we want to validate, next is to filter the object we wish to validate. Filter we use is based on the
tag of the objects we wish to find. For example if we wanted to find school objects then we will
search for the tag amenity = school and/or if we wanted to find data results inputted by specific
OpenStreetMap users you can use the tag user : (username). To filter click the wizard menu
and type in the tag you wish to filter. When done, click build and run query.
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A notification will appear stating that the object size may be bigger than usual. If you see this
notification click continue anyway.

Wait a few minutes and the school object will appear as follows:
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From the example above we can see in the right hand side you will see the number of objects
based on the tag you filtered, which is school objects edited or inputted by OSM user
harrymahar, like this:

Next is to download the objects we filtered and input to JOSM to validate. To do that click the
export menu and click load data in OSM editor JOSM. Please note that to do this, JOSM
should already be open.
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After that, you will see the downloaded data automatically in JOSM, and then open JOSM to
validate the objects with errors.

Congratulations! You now know how to validate using overpass turbo. You can validate by
filtering specific objects using the information on that object. This method of validation is quick
and easy. We can also simultaneously monitor the data in our area inputted by other users. After
knowing the 3 methods of validation on OpenStreetMap, you may choose for yourself the
method of validation that fits your needs and mapping conditions. Happy mapping!
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